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Alrene Sykes Collection

Size
4 boxes

Contents
Material relating to Australian and international playwrights, including correspondence, subject files, newspaper cuttings and interviews.

Date range
1966 to 1990

Biography
Alrene Sykes (1928 – 2000) was a Senior Lecturer in the Department of English at the University of Queensland and the founding Principal Advisory Editor of Australasian Drama Studies. In the 1950s she commenced work at the ABC on Australian theatre. She was a scholar, critic and teacher of Australian drama and literature and the author of numerous critical studies. She edited several volumes of playtexts by Australian writers, including those of her colleague Eunice Hanger. She was Principal Investigator for the Australian Drama Bibliography Project. Her list of Australian Drama Productions 1950 to 1969 was published by the Fryer Library in 1984.

Notes
Unrestricted access

Box 1
Folder 1

Seymour, A

Letter to Alrene, from Alan Seymour – Film Australia letterhead. Feb 10, 1978
Newspaper cutting about Alan Seymour from The Australian Feb 24, 1978, p 9
Newspaper cutting written by Alan Seymour from The Australian Feb 17, 1978, p 10
Newspaper cutting about Alan Seymour from The Australian Jan 17, 1978, p 8
Letter to Maria Prerauer from Alrene Sykes, Jan 18, 1978 attached to –
Letter to Alan [Seymour] from Alrene Sykes, Jan 18, 1978
Newspaper cutting mentioning Alan Seymour from The Weekend Australian Magazine Nov 26-27, 1977, p 7
Typed draft with annotations April 1975, 1 p.
Typed draft with annotations from a talk given for ABC Apr 8, 1973
Handwritten notes titled “Collection of Plays in Fryer” 1 p
Photocopied chapter about Alan Seymour written by Alrene Sykes with annotations 7 p.
Typed draft of book chapter about Alan Seymour by Alrene Sykes with annotations 21 p.
Typed notes relating to book chapter about Alan Seymour
Folder 2
Seymour, Alan

Newspaper cutting about Alan Seymour and his play “The One Day of the Year” from The National Times June 22-28, 1980, p 55

Photocopy of an Annual Bibliography index page, possibly 1967 with annotations.

Newspaper cutting review of “The Float” by Alan Seymour from The Sydney Morning Herald June 16, 1980

Newspaper cutting about Alan Seymour from The Australian June 16, 1980 p 8

Newspaper cutting review of “The Float” by Alan Seymour from The Australian June 17, 1980 p 9

A copy of The National Times No 287, Aug 2-7, 1976 [contains a letter to the editor from Alan Seymour p 2]

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, July 11, 1976. Typed with one page handwritten on the back

Newspaper cutting of “The Arts” section of The National Times, week ending May 6, 1978 p 41

Magazine article photocopy mentioning Alan Seymour from Masque Oct/Nov 1969, pp 39-40

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, June 28, 1973, 2 p

Typed excerpt from Alan Seymour’s “You can go home again” 1973

Newspaper cutting, letters to the editor mentioning Alan Seymour from The National Times Aug 9-14, 1976 p 2

Typed biography on Alan Seymour by Alrene Sykes

Journal article by Alan Seymour “Encounters with the Great 3) The Prime Minister” from Meanjin Quarterly Sept 1968, pp 352-357. Photocopied

Letter to Alan Seymour from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, May 5, 1976

Letter to Alan Seymour from Alrene Sykes, June 10, 1976 [appears to be a draft copy on back]

Letter to Alan Seymour from Alrene Sykes, June 2, 1976

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, Feb 4, 1976 [includes handwritten notes]

Newspaper cutting about the play “The One Day of the Year” by Alan Seymour from The Australian Sep 30, 1975, p 10

Newspaper cutting review of “The One Day of the Year” by Alan Seymour from The Courier Mail Sep, 25, 1975

Script of an ABC broadcast on 2FC at 7.15pm on Apr 8, 1973 with Alan Seymour as the guest of honour. Typed

Journal article by Alan Seymour “You can go Home Again” from Overland, Spring 1973, pp 31-36. Photocopied


Postcard to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour
Magazine article by Alan Seymour “Who has Disregarded Whom?” from *Masque* July/ August 1968, pp 26-27. Photocopied

Magazine article by Alan Seymour “Thoughts on Theatre” from *Masque* March/ April, 1968, pp24-32. Photocopied


Journal Article by Alan Seymour “5) To the Gutless Wonders” from *Meanjin Quarterly* June 1968, pp 215-217. Photocopied

Journal article by Alan Seymour “Encounters with the Great 2) The Novelist” from *Meanjin Quarterly* June 1968, pp 220-227. Photocopied

Pp 13-14 and 75-76 of *Sunday Telegraph* Apr 13, 1975. Article mentions television series “The Last of the Australians”

Newspaper cutting. Article mentions “The Last of the Australians” in reference to Alan Seymour.

Review of “Structures” a play by Alan Seymour from *Gazette* Vol 7, March 1974. Photocopied

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, May 2 1974

**Folder 3**

**Seymour, Alan [2]**

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Terry Vaughan of Canberra Theatre Centre, Apr 3, 1974

Newspaper cutting review of “Structures” from *The Australian* Feb 9, 1974, p 45.

Newspaper cutting mentioning Alan Seymour play “Swamp Creatures” from *The Australian* Mar 6, 1974, p 16

Journal article about Alan Seymour’s play “The One Day of the Year” from *Meanjin Quarterly* June 1966, pp 228-237

Handwritten notes. 2 p

*Annual Bibliography* index page photocopy. Annotations highlighting Alan Seymour

Newspaper cutting interview with Alan Seymour from *The Australian* Feb 21, 1973, p 10

Newspaper cutting about Alan Seymour from *The Sydney Morning Herald* Mar 3, 1973, p 23

Newspaper cutting article about Alan Seymour from *The Australian* Mar 15, 1973, p 11

Typed notes about Alan Seymour and plays by Alrene Sykes with annotations. 2 p. Handwritten note to John Robson attached.

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, Oct 2, 1973


Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London Feb 3, 1973

Handwritten notes 7p

Letter to Alrene Sykes from James Pratt of Australian Broadcast Commission, Sydney, Aug 31, 1972

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, Apr 14, 1972. 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, August [no year]. 4p
Handwritten notes reference to Alan Seymour. 5p
Typed note on “The Shattering”
Magazine cutting mentioning Alan Seymour’s play “Oh, Grave! Thy Victory” from Woman’s Day Apr 23, 1973
Magazine cutting mentioning Alan Seymour and his play “The One Day of the Year”
Letter to Alrene Sykes from unknown – of Queensland Theatre Company, Mar 14, 1973
Typed note titled “Visit by Alan Seymour” by Alrene Sykes
Newspaper cutting mentioning Alan Seymour from The Sydney Morning Herald, Mar 6, 1973, p 7
Newspaper cutting quoting Alan Seymour from The Australian, Apr 9, 1973, p 5
Letter to Alan Seymour from Alrene Sykes, Feb 22, 1973. 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, Feb 15, 1973 [handwritten footnote]
Newspaper cutting mentioning Alan Seymour’s return to Australia in The Sydney Morning Herald, Feb 13, 1973, p 14
Newspaper cutting “Theatre” section mentioning Alan Seymour from The Sunday Australian, Sep 12, 1971, p 27
Newspaper cutting about Alan Seymour from unknown source [possibly The Australian, annotation illegible], Feb 14, 1973, p 11
Newspaper cutting article about Alan Seymour, source unknown
Cover page of a copy of “Swamp Creatures” by Alan Seymour with transmission date of Jul 13, 1960 from Studio 21- Gort Hill
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Laurence Fitch - Film Rights Ltd, London, Aug 30, 1972
Letter to Alan Seymour from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia. 2p
Letter to Alan Seymour from Arlene Sykes, Jul, 30, 1975
Handwritten note from Alan Seymour
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, Apr 19, 1975
Letter to Alan Seymour from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Jul 10, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, Jul 6, 1972
Handwritten list of journal articles, 5p
Handwritten notes relating to Seymour works and journals on University of Queensland paper, 2p
Handwritten note of reviews

Folder 4

ABC Radio

Handwritten note noting Nancy Robinson Wittle, Adelaide
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Patricia Kelly – Archivist at Australian Broadcasting Corporation [ABC], May 22, 1985. Attached to –
Letter to Patricia [Kelly] from Alrene Sykes, Sep 2, 1985
Magazine cutting photocopies from *Teleradio*, Nov 18, 1933, pp 14-15, July 15, 1933, p 10, various cuttings, Dec, 2, 1933, p 13, extra cutting
[one page of illegible type]
Photocopied introduction page of unidentified monograph, Feb 1984
Handwritten notes, 3p
ASC Drama Bibliography sheets of productions file authored by Max Afford with handwritten notes
Handwritten list of adaptations by Max Afford
Handwritten notes, 2p
Card to Alrene Sykes from unknown [illegible] attached to production titles by ABC
Handwritten list of productions to check
Handwritten list of missing production sheets
Handwritten note attached to production sheet of “A stretch of the Imagination” by Jack Hibberd
Letter to Chris from Alrene Sykes, date unknown [x2]
Handwritten note regarding Gordon Ireland
Handwritten notes on various productions 1933-1935
Computer printout of production listing procedure with computer printout of “Guide FE1” created Feb 6, 1981 with annotation “Latest Guide”
Handwritten note regarding “Traitors” production BBC – Breville appliance and retail listing on back
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Shan Benson- ABC, Sydney, Jul 25, 1985
Typed and handwritten notes about radio plays, including business card for Nancy Whittle and a letter to Mr Harris [Geoffrey] from Alrene Sykes, May 16, 1985
Letters attached including – to Tony Evans from Alrene Sykes, Sep 2, 1985
- Letter to [Elizabeth ] Jolley from Alrene Sykes, Sep 2, 1985, 2p
- Letter to Alrene Sykes from Tony Evans – Producer, ABC, Perth, May 21, 1985, 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes, from S. Kotze of University of the Orange Free State, Bloemfontein, South Africa, Sep 10, 1984, 2p, handwritten, attached to a typed note c/o Alrene Sykes from [Prof] Henry Mayer of University of Sydney, Jan 10, 1984
Handwritten note referencing Nancy Whittle
Typed bibliography of Australian drama productions
Typed listing of ABC Radio Play and Competition weeks, 1934-1951, 2p
Typed “thanks” draft
Typed notes – supplementary list of Australian radio plays, broadcasted plays Jun 2 – Aug 30, 1940, programme analysis, 5p
Handwritten notes on paper and envelopes, 4p

Folder 5
ABC Radio [2]

ABC FM Stereo 24 Hours program, Volume 7, no 6, July 1982
List of possible Australian authors, 2p [two copies]
Letter to Geoffrey Harris from Alrene Sykes, Jun 6, 1984, with annotations, 2p
Work biography of Max Afford 1906-1954, 5p
List of plays produced by Keith Richards in Brisbane since 1978 with annotations, 2p
Letter to State Library of NSW from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Aug 4, 1983
Handwritten notes, 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Sue, Lismore, Feb 21, 1984 – original and photocopy
Letter to Shan from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Sep 20, 1983, photocopy, 2p
Handwritten and typed notes re State Library NSW payment
Letter to Mr W. Williams of Magazines promotions from Alrene Sykes, Jul 13, 1983
Letter to The Librarian, State Library of NSW, from Alrene Sykes, Apr 7, 1983,
Letter of “thanks” to The Librarian, State Library NSW from Alrene Sykes, Jul 27, 1983
Letter to Alrene Sykes from W. Williams – Magazine Promotions, Sydney, Jul 19, 1983
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Margaret Metcalf – Battye Library, Perth
Letter to The Librarian, State Library of Victoria from Alrene Sykes, Apr 7, 1983
Letter to The Librarian, State Library of WA from Alrene Sykes, Apr 7, 1983
Note to Robert [Holden] re his essay from Alrene Sykes
5000 word Essay by Robert Holden with annotations, photocopied
Handwritten note re works not in ABC archives
Invitation for Alrene Sykes from the ABC for Jun 29, 1982
Newspaper cutting about the ABC from The Sydney Morning Herald, May 8, 1982, p 40
Letter to Mr Hannaford, ABC Melbourne from Alrene Sykes, Mar 29, 1982 attached to –
Letter to Alrene Sykes from John Hannaford, ABC Melbourne, Mar 17, 1982
Letter to The Director, Drama Dept, ABC Melbourne from Alrene Sykes, Mar 1, 1982
Letter to The Director, Drama Dept, ABC Adelaide from Alrene Sykes, Mar 1, 1982

Newspaper cutting about play collections from *UNE News* June 1981, p 11

Essay with annotation implying authorship by Robert Holden

Information sheet – ABC New writing program

Newsletter - Speech and Drama Association of Queensland, June 1981

Biographical notes, annotation made for ABC for Alrene Sykes from Joan Keating, Fryer Library, sourced from Fryer: PR8144.N6

Newspaper cutting about ABC cut backs from *The Courier Mail* May 6, 1981, p 5

Lecture notes from “They Sounded Like This!” – a radio drama exhibition, Norwood, South Australia, Apr 3-16, 1981

List of David Nettheim adaptations for Australian radio networks, 3p

List of selected Australian plays broadcast in 1951

**Folder 6**

Letter to Barbara Hanrahan from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Aug 26, 1982

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Brenda Wisbey, Flagstaff Hill, Sep 1, 1982, handwritten

Letter to Julie Mott from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Sep 6, 1982

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Barbara [Hanrahan], Hyde Park South Australia, Sep 28, 1982, handwritten

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Barbara Hanrahan, Hyde Park, Oct 4, 1982, handwritten

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Barbara Hanrahan, Hyde Park, Oct 25, 1982, handwritten

Letter to Barbara Hanrahan from Alrene Sykes, Nov 1, 1982

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Barbara Hanrahan, Hyde Park, Nov 5, 1982, handwritten

Letter to Barbara [Hanrahan] from Alrene Sykes [unsigned], Jan 8, 1983

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Barbara Hanrahan, Hyde Park, Jan 18, 1983

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Barbara Hanrahan, Hyde Park, May 10, 1983, handwritten

Letter to Barbara Hanrahan from Alrene Sykes, May 21, 1983


Journal article photocopy about Barbara Hanrahan from *Westerly* No 3, Sep, 1982, pp 40-49

**Folder 7**

**Harold Pinter**

Letter on memo paper, no “to” or “from”

Short note on “With Compliments” Harold Pinter paper

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Kathleen, Nedlands, Feb 21, handwritten
Letter to Arlene Sykes from Barry [illegible surname] of Armidale Teachers’ College, Feb 2, 1971
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Harold Pinter, London, March 17, 1971, photocopy
Typed copies of newspaper reviews on the Harold Pinter plays “Silence” and “Landscapes” at Aldwych Theatre July 2, 1969, annotated to Arlene from [illegible].
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Katharine of The Currency Press, Sydney, Mar 27, 1990
Cutting of bibliographic entry from Choice, July/Aug, 1971 of book written by Sykes on Harold Pinter, with a “With Compliments” page from University of Queensland Press
Newspaper cutting photocopy on Newcastle Morning Herald letterhead on Sykes’ book on Pinter Jul 3, 1971 [2 copies]
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Harold Pinter, London, Jul 31, 1972 with envelope
Newspaper cutting photocopy referencing Alrene’s book on Pinter from The Courier Mail Aug 28, 1971 with a “With Compliments” card from University of Queensland Press
Bibliographic entry of Sykes’ work on Pinter on card [same as listed previously]
Newspaper cutting photocopy on Sykes’ Pinter work from The New Listener with a University of Queensland Press “With Compliments” card
Journal cutting of review on Sykes’ work on Pinter from Twentieth Century Dec 1971
"Introduction to Literature” analysis of Pinter’s play “The Caretaker” with call number listing of Pinter works and other related works
Newspaper cutting of interview with Harold Pinter on the “Go-betweens” movie from The Australian Apr 3, 1971, p 20
Newspaper cutting copy on Pinter from The Observer annotation to Alrene from Jeremy
Journal article copy of “Pinter's a Slight Ache as Ritual” from Modern Drama, 11, Dec 1968, pp 326-335
Journal article copy of “The Homecoming” from Tulane[?] Drama Review 11, Winter 1966, pp 185-191
Journal article copy “Pinter’s Homecoming” from Drama Survey 6, Spring 1968, pp 266-277
Journal article copy of “Pinter’s Dialogue: the Play on Words” from Modern Drama Feb, 1971, pp 418-423
Book chapter copy of “Harold Pinter” from Theatre at Work, pp 96-109
Book chapter copy of “Harold Pinter” from Writer’s at Work 1966 [annotated] pp 296-314
Magazine article copy on Harold Pinter from The New Yorker, 43[1], Feb 25, 1967 [annotated]
Newspaper article copy on Pinter from The Observer, Oct 5, 1980 with note from Jeremy attached
Journal article copy of “Puzzling Pinter” from Tulane[?] Drama Review, 11, Winter 1966 pp 176-183 [annotated]
Journal article copy on Pinter, from Saturday Review 50[14] Apr 8, 1967 [annotated]
Folder 8
Portable Drama

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Max Richards[?], Eltham, Nov 17, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Craig Munro of University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, Jan 9, 1976
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Katharine of Currency Methuen Drama, Sydney, Mar 19, 1976
Letter to Joan from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Oct 20, 1976, photocopy
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Norm Lurie of Angus and Robertson Publishers, Sydney, Sep 14, 1976
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Craig Munro, St Lucia, Feb 22, 1977
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ted Roberts, Sydney, Feb 25, 1977
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Glenn Hamilton of ABC, Sydney, Dec 17, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Patricia Reynolds of State Library of Victoria, Dec 11, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Laurie on UQ letterhead, St Lucia, Jan 2, 1976
Letter to Laurie from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Jan 6, 1976
Letter to Alrene from Alan [Seymour?] of BBC London, Dec 8, 1975 [with annotation]
Letter to Craig from Alrene [? unsigned] West Ryde, Jan 6, 1976, 2p
Handwritten notes
Letter to The Librarian State Library Victoria from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Dec 6, 1975
Letter to The Publicity Officer ABC from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Dec 6, 1975
Letter to Katharine and Philip from Alrene Sykes Oct 5, 1975
Letter to Roger from Alrene Jul 27, 1975
Handwritten note
Memorandum of Agreement between Alrene Sykes and publisher, Jul 2, 1976
Letter to The Manager Angus and Robertson Publishers from Alrene Sykes Sep 9, 1976
Selected list of Australian plays 1960’s and ‘70’s
Letter to David Williamson from Alrene [? unsigned] St Lucia, Jul 3, 1976
Manuscript draft “Introduction” 22p. Pages 11-16 photocopied. [annotated]
Writing on “What if you Died Tomorrow”. 2 copies
David Williamson’s comments on “What if you died Tomorrow”
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Merril Yule of University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, Mar 5, 1976
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Stuart Kneebone of Independent Theatre, North Sydney, Feb 11, 1976
List of forthcoming currency publications, c1976, photocopy
Handwritten notes
Cast listing of “The Golden Lover”, 2 copies typed and handwritten
Letter to Craig from Alrene, undated
Letter to The Publicity Officer, Independent Theatre, Sydney from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Feb 6, 1976
Letter to Craig from Alrene with annotation, undated with publications list
Letter to Craig from Alrene with annotations, Feb 8, 1976
Draft note for editors
Letter to John from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Jan 27, 1976
Letter to The Manager, Old Tote Theatre Company, Sydney from Alrene, Dec 4, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from K.H. Southgate of Old Tote Theatre Company, Sydney Dec 9, 1975
Letter to Alan from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Dec 3, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Jean Marshall, South Australia, undated, attached to-
Cast listings of “The One Day of the Year”
Magazine article copy “One Play of the Year”, from 2 Theatregoer, 1960, pp 10-11
 Typed writing, 2 copies, photocopied
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Alan Seymour, London, undated, attached to –
Letter to Jean from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Oct 23, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ted Roberts, Sydney, Sep 19, 1975
Letter to Ted [Roberts] from Alrene Sykes, Oct 19, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ruth Perrin, ABC, Sydney, Sep 10, 1975
List of editions used
Book cover and inside pages of “The Golden Lover” by Douglas Stewart
List titled State of play with rights of plays, signed Alrene Sykes
Letter to Alrene from Ted [Roberts], Sydney, May 30, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Jonathan Shaw, Currency Methuen Drama, Sydney, Jun 13, 1975
Writing on “The One Day of the Year” dated Apr 1975, 2 copies
Letter to Ted from Alrene, Sep 5, 1975
Incomplete note on “The Golden Lover”
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ruth Perrin c/- Richard Connolly, ABC Sydney, Aug 21, 1975
[annotated], attached to-
Letter to Ms Perrin from Alrene Sykes Aug 29, 1975
Draft “Contents” list
Script from a talk given at ABC “Guest of Honour” series, Apr 8, 1973, 2 copies
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ted Roberts, Jul 29, 1975
Letter to Frank from Alrene [? unsigned], Aug 17, 1975
Letter to Ted from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Jun 14, 1975, 2p
Telegram to Alrene Sykes from Ted
Letter to Ted from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Aug 5, 1975
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ted Roberts, Sydney, Jan 30, 1975  
Handwritten note on card
Letter to Mr Williamson from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Apr 7, 1975, 2p
Letter to David Williamson from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Apr 23, 1975, 2p
List titled “Portable Series”
List titled “To come”
List of “Lindsay’s Boy” cast, ABC broadcast Jul4, 1974
“Portable series” list [photocopy] attached to
  - Letter to Alrene Sykes from John Cameron ABC Sydney, Jul 15, 1975
  - Cast list of “Lindsay’s Boy” with addresses and agent listing
Letter to David Williamson from Alrene Sykes, Jun 3, 1975
Letter to Dick from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Jul 10, 1975
Letter to John from Alrene Sykes, St Lucia, Jul 10, 1975
Writing on “Lindsay’s Boy”; 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Douglas Stewart, St Ives, Apr 21, 1975, handwritten
Letter to Laurie from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, May 3, 1975, 2p
Letter to Laurie from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Apr 18, 1975, 2p
Letter to Alrene from Laurie, UQ, Apr 4, 1975, handwritten, 3p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Roger McDonald, University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, Apr 4, 1975
Handwritten notes
Letter to Mr Stewart from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Apr 9, 1975
Letter to Ted from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Apr 4, 1975
Letter to Katharine and Phillip from Alrene [unsigned], West Ryde, Apr 4, 1975
Letter to Roger from Alrene [unsigned], Apr 4, 1975
Letter to Pam and Laurie from Alrene, West Ryde, Mar 24, 1975, 2p
Letter to Frank from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Mar 18, 1975, 2p
Letter to Alrene from Laurie, London, c Jan, 1975
Letter to Frank from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Jan 26, 1975
Letter to Alan from Alrene, Jan 26, 1975
Letter to Mr Roberts from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Jan 26, 1975
Letter to Alrene from Craig Munro, University of Queensland Press, Jan 23, 1975
Letter to Craig from Alrene, undated
Letter to Ron from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Nov 25, 1974
Letter to Bob from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Nov 25, 1974
Letter to Craig from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Nov 13, 1974
Letter to Craig from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Dec 13, 1974
Letter to Alrene from Craig Munro, University of Queensland Press, Dec 3, 1974, 2p
Draft biography of ?
Letter to Alrene from Ted R, Mar 3, 1975
Three Photographs of actor Mark Lee as Kevin Lindsay in “Lindsay’s Boy”
Letter to Alrene from Craig Munro, University of Queensland Press, Dec 3, 1974, 2p
Typed draft titled “Part 2: A few words about writing”
Empty envelope addressed to Alrene Sykes from D. Williamson, VIC
Photocopied letter to A.S.S [Alrene Sykes?] from Tom Esson, Carlton [?], date illegible, possibly Dec 11, 1974, 2p. Together with -
Photocopied letter to A.S.S. [Alrene?] from Tom Esson, Carlton, Jan 16, year?
Letter to Alrene from Katharine, Currency Methuen Drama, Sydney, Dec 3, 1973
Photocopied pages of the play “The Drovers”

Box 2
Folder 1
Williamson, David
Letter to Alrene Sykes from David Williamson, Diamond Creek, Apr 17, 1975, 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from David Williamson, Diamond Creek, Jul 15, 1976, handwritten, 2p
Letter to Alrene from David Williamson, Diamond Creek, with annotation, undated, 2p
Letter to Alrene Sykes from David Williamson, Diamond Creek, undated, handwritten
Letter to Alrene Sykes from David Williamson, Diamond Creek, undated, handwritten
Promotional poster for David Williamson’s play “The Coming of Stork” at Australian Theatre, Jan 3 -28
Letter to David Williamson from Alrene[?], Nov 15, 1980, 3p
Letter to David Williamson, from Alrene Sykes, Oct 16, 1980
Letter to David from Alrene, Jun 2, 1976
Draft writing, 2p
Newspaper cutting from The Observer Sep 8, 1974
Typed list of Australian play productions noted in publications 1973, 4p
Copied text from New Statesman about David Williamson play “Removalists”, handwritten
List of theatre publications, handwritten
Lists of publications, 2p
Typed copied text from The Sunday Times May 5, 1957
Handwritten copied text from publications
List of publications for “The Removalists”
Letter to Alrene Sykes from David W. Birchgrove, undated

Folder 2
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Louis Nowra, Chippendale, Oct 8, 1978[?] attached to
  - Empty envelope addressed to Alrene Sykes
Newspaper cutting on the Lighthouse Theatre company from The Weekend Australian Magazine, Dec 10-11, 1983
Newspaper cutting on Louis Nowra from The National Times Nov 18-24, p 34
Newspaper cutting photocopy, “On Stage” section from The Sunday Herald, 1980 [? date illegible], p71
Newspaper cutting, “Theatre” section from The Australian, Jul 14, 1977, p8
Program of La Boite Theatre production of “Visions” by Louis Nowra, Apr 19 - May 19, 1979
Newspaper cutting, “Theatre” section, source unknown, Apr 30, 1979
Newspaper cutting, “Theatre” section from The Australian Apr 3, 1977, p8
Newspaper cutting photocopy about Nowra from The Sydney Morning Herald Sep 6, 1980, p19
Newspaper cutting “Theatre” section from Melbourne Times Mar 9, 1977
Newspaper cutting “Theatre” section from Melbourne Times Oct 27, 1976
Newspaper cutting from The Australian Feb 21, 1977 p8
Newspaper cutting from The Australian Aug 17, 1978, p8
Newspaper cutting photocopy “Theatre” section The Sydney Morning Herald, Jul 26, 1980, p23
Newspaper cutting from The National Times week end Sep 2, 1978, p52
Program from La Boite Theatre production of "Inner Voices" by Louis Nowra, Oct 1977
Newspaper cutting from The Australian Aug 13, 1980, p8
Newspaper cutting from The Australian Oct 1, 1979, p8
Newspaper cutting from The Sydney Morning Herald Nov 13, 1980
Newspaper cutting photocopy from The Advertiser Oct 6, 1980
Newspaper cutting “Theatre” section from The Australian May 22, 1978
Newspaper cutting “The Arts” section from The National Times week ending Jun 2, 1978, p 46
Newspaper cutting from The Age May 16, 1978, p2
Newspaper cutting from *The National Times* week end Sep 29, 1979, p 52
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* Mar 5, 1979, p10
Program for Sydney Theatre Company production of “The Precious Woman”
Newspaper cutting “The Arts” section from *The National Times* week end Jan 5, 1980, p46
Newspaper cutting photocopy from *The Australian* Jan 18, 1980
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* May 12, 1980, p8
Newspaper cutting from *The Sydney Morning Herald* Aug 9, 1980
Newspaper cutting from *The Sydney Morning Herald* Jul 18, 1981, p14
Newspaper cutting from *The Melbourne Times* Apr 1, 1981, pp 11-14
Newspaper cutting from *The Sydney Morning Herald* Sep 11, 1980
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* Aug 21, 1978, p8
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* Apr 30, 1979, p8
Newspaper cutting photocopy, source unknown, Apr 23, 1979, p4
Newspaper cutting photocopy from *Sydney Morning Herald* Aug 15, year unknown
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* Aug 15, 1980, p8
Newspaper cutting from *The National Times* Aug 3-9, 1980, p35
Newspaper cutting from *The Courier Mail* Oct 22, 1977, p25
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* Nov 17, 1980 p8
Newspaper cutting from *The Sunday Telegraph* Nov 11, 1980
Newspaper cutting from *The National Times* Jan 4-10, 1981, p 30
Newspaper cutting from *The National Times* Nov 30- Dec 6, 1980, pp12, 55-56
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian* Jul 14, 1980
Newspaper cutting from *The Sydney Morning Herald* Aug 9, 1980, p19
Newspaper cutting from *The National Review*, June 7-13, 1974, p1122
Letter to Louis Nowra from K.L. Goodwin, cc A. Sykes, May 24, 1978

**Folder 3**

**Margaret Irvin publications**

List of published works by Margaret Irvin

**Folder 4**

Letter to Alrene Sykes from Zelman Cowen Sep 13, 1977, handwritten
Newspaper cutting photocopy from *The Sunday Times* May 5, 1957, p21
Newspaper cutting featuring Alrene Sykes, source unknown
Letter to Harold, from Alrene, Jan 5, 1985
Letter to Harold from Alrene, Mar 1, 1979
Letter to Harold from Alrene, May 26, 1983, 2p, annotated
Letter to Alrene from Harold, Monash University, Clayton, Jan 9, 1984
Letter to Alrene from Harold, Clayton, Apr 14, 1983
Letter to Harold from Alrene [unsigned], Sep 23, 1981 attached to –
Letter to Alrene from Harold, Clayton, Sep 21, 1981
Letter to Alrene from Harold, Clayton, Feb 28, 1980, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Harold, Clayton, Mar 28, 1980
List of Australian theatrical material held at Fryer

Folder 5
Australian Theatre History
List of theatrical material held in John Oxley Library
Memo letter to Alrene from [illegible] Mar 14, attached to –
Photocopied article from *The Victorian Historical Journal*, 49, Feb 1978, pp66-73, and
Photocopied entry from *Australian Dictionary of Dates*, 1879, pp 270-271, 86-88
List of British Drama League play scripts, Sep 1978
List of European centres studying Australian literature
List of theatrical collections held at La Trobe Library [3 copies]
Letter to Alrene from Jenny [illegible surname] Dec 10, 1978
Letter to Miss Lynch from Alrene Sykes, Dec 14, 1978 [and photocopy]
Letter to Miss Walker from Alrene Sykes, Feb 14, 1979
Article manuscript by Christine Tilley, dated Jan 25, 1979 [two copies]
Letter to Alrene [?] from Harold Love, Clayton, Sep 12, 1978
Photocopy p 42 from *Parade* Dec 1978

Folder 6
Hanrahan Article ALS (Sykes) with letters re BH interview (Mott)
Exhibition card from Tynte Gallery, North Adelaide, 1986
Letter to Barbara Hanrahan from Alrene Sykes, Aug 26, 1982
List of addresses
Annotated manuscript and copy of Mott interview with Barbara Hanrahan, Aug 28, 1980
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Julie Mott, Lilleyfield, Sep 11, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Laurie [?], Jan 10, 1983, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Keith McDonald, UQ Press, May 9, 1983 attached to –
Annotated manuscript titled “Barbara Hanrahan’s Novels” by Alrene Sykes [2 copies, one an earlier version]
Letter to Alrene from Craig Munro, UQ Press, Jun 26, 1985 attached to –
Letter to Craig Munro from Judy Thomas, Glenalta, Jun 20, 1985, and
A table of contents
Imprint newsletter from Print Council of Australia, No.3 1978
Newspaper cutting from The Sydney Morning Herald, June 22, 1985, p41
Newspaper cutting from The Sydney Morning Herald, Mar 31, 1984, p41
Manuscript titled “The Scent of Eucalyptus: Gothic Autobiography”

Folder 7

Melba
Program for “Melba” at Brisbane Arts Theatre, Sep 22, 1974
Letter to Alrene from Craig Munro, UQ Press, Dec 6, 1974
Letter to Alrene from Craig Munro, UQ Press, Dec 24, 1974
Handwritten notes
Handwritten transcript from The Era, July 6, 1932
Letter to Roger From Alrene, Jul 13, 1975
Letter to Alrene from Paul, Gordon Park, Jun 23, 1975, handwritten, 2 p
Letter to Alrene from Paul, Gordon Park, Jul 20, 1971, handwritten, attached to
- Letter to Paul from Alrene, West Ryde, Feb 10, 1975
- Letter to Alrene from Paul, Gordon Park, Feb 23, 1975, handwritten
- Letter to Alrene from Paul, Gordon Park, Feb 4, 19745, handwritten
- Letter to Paul from Alrene Sykes, West Ryde, Jan 26, 1975, 2p
Letter to Craig from Alrene, West Ryde, Dec 17, 1974

Folder 8

Feminist/ Psychoanalytical
Photocopied book chapter from “Woman, Culture and Society”, 1974
Photocopied book chapter by Jane Flax from “The Future of Difference”,
1985
Photocopied journal article from *Signs*, Aug 1981, pp 200-222

**Folder 9**

**Additional fiction**
Typed writing on “Blue Skies” by Helen Hodgman
Typed writing on “In the Winter Dark”, by Tim Winton

**Folder 10**

**Australian feminist biography and autobiography conference 1989**
Adelaide city tourist booklet
Conference program and information Feb 1-4, 1989
Map of Adelaide c.1989
Handwritten conference notes
Photocopied road map
Photocopied poster for public lecture at University of Adelaide Feb 3, 1989
Photocopied list of conference attendees

**Folder 11**

**Hanrahan – fiction (AS script)**
Writing on “My China Book”

**Folder 12**

**Criticism (postcolonial)**
Photocopied book chapter with highlighted sections
Manuscript of Diana’s article
Photocopied journal article from *Research in African Literature, 9*(1), Spring 1978 pp 1-15
Photocopied article from *Historical Studies* Vol 20, no 79, Oct 1982, pp 292-301
Photocopied journal article from *Research in African Literature, 12*(1), Spring 1981 pp 86-93
Photocopied book chapters
Folder 13

Jolley, Elizabeth

Magazine cutting from *Good Weekend*, Apr 15, 1989
Copy of *Good Weekend*, Jan 2, 1988
Memo to Alrene Sykes from Gulcin Cribb, UQ Library with catalogue listing attached
Pamphlet and order form for Yowie Films, Glebe
Advertising flyer for film showings, Schonell cinema
Newspaper cutting from *Times on Sunday* Aug 30, 1987 plus photocopy
List of journals and call numbers
Typed and handwritten notes
Annotated typed and handwritten manuscript, 15p
Photocopied annotated journal article from *Westerly* No 4, Dec 1984
Photocopied interview from *Scripsi* Vol 4, No1, 1986
Notes on various authors and works on lined card
Copy of journal article from *Meanjin* 43(4), 1984, pp 484-493
Copy of journal article from *Meanjin* 42(2), 1983, pp 152-157
Copy of journal article from *Southerly* 43(3), 1983, pp 238-253
Handwritten notes
Photocopied book pages, source unknown
Typed annotated notes
Letter to Elizabeth Jolley from Alrene Sykes Nov 29, 1985, attached to
Letter to Alrene from Elizabeth Jolley, Claremont, Sep 26, 1985, handwritten
Note to Alrene from Elizabeth, Dec 6, 1985
Handwritten notes - comments on Jolley’s writing and characters
Newspaper cutting, source unknown, Mar 12, 1983, p6
Newspaper cutting from *The Australian Magazine* Sep 22-23, 1984, p16
Footnotes list
Typed and handwritten annotated manuscript, “cancelled”

Box 3

Folder 1

Letter to Alrene from Bille Brown Mar 14, 1990
Letter to Alrene from Ken Goodwin, St Lucia, Jan 31, 1990
Postcard to Alrene from Jane
Letter to Alrene Sykes from J. Reading, London, Jan 14, 1988
Letter to Eric From Alrene, Bellbowrie Feb 7, 1981, handwritten

Folder 2
Lawler, Ray
Typed interview manuscript with Ray Lawler
“Gordon” account book annotated “drama” with newspaper cuttings 1957, ‘58
Newspaper cutting from The Australian, Sep 6, 1973, p10
Newspaper cutting from The National Times, Sep 10-15, 1973
Manuscript titled “Theatre since 1950” by Alrene Sykes
Annotated manuscript titled “Ray Lawler”
Lecture notes, annotated
Letter to Alrene from Barbara Stellmach, Mt Gravatt, Jul 27, 1971
Annotated manuscript titled “Individuality in the Melting Pot”

Folder 3
Letters from Alrene Sykes to Eric 1979-1985
Bibliography of Australian Drama photocopy
Original envelope housing
Letter to Eric from Alrene Sep 18, 1979
Letter to Alrene Sykes from Ian McLaren, Dalriada, East Malvern, Sep 9, 1981
Letter to Eric from Alrene handwritten, received May 4, 1983

Folder 4
Letter to Keith from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Dec 2, 1985
Letter to Alrene from Keith, Adelaide, Nov 11, 1985
Letter to Keith from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 26, 1985
Letter to Alrene from Keith, Adelaide, Sep 17, 1985

Folder 5
Louis Nowra
Postcard to Alrene from Louis and Sarah
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Sydenham
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 2, 1985
Letter to Alrene from Louis, St Lucia
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Sydenham
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Apr 4, 1985
Letter to Alrene from Louis
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jan 2, 1984
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Sydenham
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Oct 31, 1984, attached to –
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Sydenham
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Sydenham, May 1
Letter to Louis from Alrene
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Sydenham
Program of “The Marriage of Figaro” from Lighthouse State Theatre Company, 1983
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Nov 28, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Prospect
Letter to Alrene from Louis, July 26, Lighthouse Theatre Company letterhead
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Prospect, May 3
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jul 1, 1983
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Apr 27, 1983
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Apr 24, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Prospect
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Prospect, Dec 19
Letter to Alrene from Louis, July 3, Lighthouse Theatre Company letterhead
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Dec 29
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Enmore, Jan 29
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Enmore, Nov 21
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jun 6, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Prospect, Aug 17
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Jul 30, 1982
Letter to Merril from Alrene Sykes Sep 27, 1982, attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Louis, Prospect, Sep 17
  - Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 27, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Merril Yule, UQ Press, Oct 5, 1982
Newspaper cutting copy from The Advertiser Nov 22, attached to
  - Newspaper cutting copy from The Australian Nov 23, 1982, p10
  - Letter to Merril from Alrene
Letter to Alrene from Louis, Jun 17 on Lighthouse letterhead
Letter to Alrene from Louis and Sarah, Nov 25 on Lighthouse letterhead
Letter to Louis from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Dec 1, 1981
Letter to Alrene from Sarah de Jong

Folder 6
Alan Seymour
Postcard to Alrene from Alan Jun 26, 1986
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Apr 24, 1986
Letter to Alan from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jan 13, 1986, photocopied
Letter to Alrene from Alan
Card to Alrene from Alan
Matisse card to Alrene from Alan
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Aug 30, 1985
Letter to Alan from Alrene Jul 22, 1985
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Jul 2, 1985
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Dec 31, 1984
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Aug 17, 1984
Letter to Alan from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 21, 1984
Letter to Keith from Alan Seymour, London, Jul 31, 1984
Letter to Keith from Alan Seymour, London, Jul 24, 1984
Letter to Keith from Alan Seymour, London, Jul 11, 1984
Letter to Alan from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jun 25, 1984
Program for “The One Day of the Year” from Palace Theatre, 1961
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Feb 2, 1984
Letter to Alan from Alrene Jan 2, 1983
Letter to Alrene, Keith and Richard from Alan Seymour, London, Jan 26, 1984
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Dec 19, 1983
Letter to Alan from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jan 11, 1984
Letter to Alan from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Nov 25, 1983
Letter to Alan from Alrene Oct 22, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Jan 3, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London Sep 9, 1981, attached to
- Letter to Alan from Alrene Aug 23, 1981

Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, Feb 21, 1981, photocopied

Message note re Salamanco script

Letter to Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jan 16, 1981

Letter to Alan from Alrene Mar 7, 1981, attached to
  - Letter to Alan from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Feb 9, 1981

Letter to Alrene from Alan Seymour, London, March 14, 1981

Two postcards from Alan to Alrene Jan 4, 1982

Folder 7

Eric Irvin

Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Oct 15, 1989
Typed manuscript, annotated, 3p

Copy of letter to Professor Wilson from Eric Irvin, Normanhurst, Oct 5, 1989 with a “compliments” card

Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Oct 1, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Aug 9, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 19, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 24, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric and Margaret, Normanhurst, Jul 5, 1989, handwritten
Letter to Margaret from B.D. Grant, Registrar, Jun 27, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 19, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, May 10, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Apr 22, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, May 1, 1989
Manuscript draft of chapter one for Alrene from Margaret
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Mar 18, 1989 with annotation
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Feb 22, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Feb 22, 1989
Handwritten note to Alrene from Eric Feb 23, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jan 15, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Jan 10, 1989
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Dec 1, 1988, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Sep 14, 1988
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, May 29, 1988
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 29, 1988
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, May 24, 1988
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 20, 1988
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, May 13, 1988, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Mar 20, 1988
Handwritten note to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, May 2, 1988
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 2, 1987
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Mar 30, 1987
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 26, 1987
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Oct 5, 1986
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Aug 1, 1985 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Margaret and Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Dec 2, 1985
Note to Eric, with note back to Alrene on reverse side on Fryer notepad paper
Letter to Alrene from Eric, May 1, 1985
Letter to Margaret and Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Apr 5, 1985 [also in Box 3, folder 3] attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric,[unsigned] Normanhurst, Mar 5, 1985
  - Letter to [unaddressed] from Alrene [undated]
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Dec 30, 1984
  - Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Jan 10, 1984, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 25, 1984
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Apr 10, 1984
Letter to Eric from Alrene Jun 20, 1984 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Eric from Harold Love, Monash University, Jan 12, 1984
Handwritten note to Alrene from Eric Mar 3, 1984
Letter to Eric from Alrene Mar 23, 1984 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Mar 20, 1984, handwritten
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Oct 9, 1983 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Eric from Alrene Apr 2, 1983 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Handwritten note to Alrene from Eric Feb 2, 1984
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Dec 12, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric Sep 15, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 14, 1983
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Nov 29, 1983 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
 Typed extracts from “Australia on the Popular Stage 1829-1929” by Margaret Williams
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Oct 16, 1983
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 8, 1983 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 5, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Aug 8, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 17, 1986 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 5, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 5, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Apr 21, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Apr 18, 1983 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Margaret and Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Margaret, Normanhurst, Feb 8, 1983, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Feb 15, 1983
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jan 29, 1983 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Oct 5, 1981
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jan 28, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Dec 4, 1981
Letter to Margaret and Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jan 14, 1981 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Apr 27, 1982 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Mar 14, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Bellbowrie, Mar 20, 1982 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Mar 25, 1982
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, May 30, 1982 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Jun 8, 1982, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 30, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 16, 1982
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jul 6, 1982
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Dec 13, 1982
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Nov 19, 1981
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Dec 1, 1981
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Nov 15, 1981 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Eric from Alrene
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Oct 29, 1981
Note and letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 2, 1981 [also in Box 3, folder 3] re “Rendezvous in Paris”
Address for Margaret Runn
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 6, 1981
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Sep 15, 1981 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Sep 17, 1981, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Jul 30, 1981, handwritten with envelope
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jun 22, 1981 [also in Box 3, folder 3] attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 16, 1981
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 20, 1981
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, undated
Note to Alrene from Eric Feb 13, 1981 attached to
  - “Theatre” page from The Bulletin Feb 17, 1981, p 72
  - Newspaper cutting from The Sun-Herald Feb 8, 1981
Note titled “Irvin Festschrift” with manuscript notes attached

Folder 9

Eric Irvin [3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, May 1, 1981, attached to
  - Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, May 12, 1981
Newspaper cutting from T.L.S. Oct 10, 1980, attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Feb 4, 1981
Second page only of a letter from Alrene
Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Feb 1, 1981 [also in Box 3, folder 3] attached to
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Dec 22, 1980
- Letter to colleagues of the American Society for Theatre Research from Professor Vera Jiji, City University of New York, Nov 17, 1980
- Handwritten note to Alrene from Eric Jan 24, 1981

Handwritten note to Alrene from Eric attached to
- Newspaper cutting from The Sydney Morning Herald Oct 28, 1980
- Newspaper cutting from Northern District Times Oct 29, 1980

Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Nov 19, 1981
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Oct 20, 1980 attached to
- Newspaper cutting from The National Times Oct 12-18, 1980, p64
- Newspaper cutting from The Listener Jul 17, 1980, p80

Letter to Alrene from Alrene 12 Oct, 1980 [also in Box 3, folder 3] attached to
- Letter to Alrene from Alrene Sep 22, 1980 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 30, 1980
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 26, 1980
- Letter to Eric from Alrene, St Lucia, Sep 23, 1980 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 22, 1980
- Letter to Alrene from Alrene Sep 9, 1980 [also in Box 3, folder 3]

attached to
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sep 1, 1980
- Letter to Alrene from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Aug 1, 1980
- Letter to Alrene from Alrene Aug 15, 1980
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Aug 12, 1980
- Note on TAA paper
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Aug 6, 1980
- Magazine pages source unknown
- List of articles in periodicals by Eric Irvin
- List of gifts to Fryer from Eric Irvin
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jul 2, 1980
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 26, 1980
- Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, Jun 15, 1980

Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 12, 1980

Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Mar 24, 1980 attached to
- Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Apr 7, 1980
- Letter to Eric from Alrene, Bellbowrie, May 4, 1980 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Feb 28, 1980
Letter to Eric from Alrene [unsigned] Feb 26, 1980 [also in Box 3, folder 3] attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jan 18, 1980
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Nov 29, 1979
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Nov 29, 1979
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Nov 21, 1979
Letter to Eric from Alrene Nov 18, 1979 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Nov 10, 1976
Letter to Alrene from Eric Oct 17, 1979
Letter to Mr Irvin from Craig Munro, UQ Press, Oct 10, 1979
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sept 20, 1979
Letter to Mr Irvin from Craig Munro, UQ Press, Sep 20, 1979
Writing on Eric Irvin by Alrene Sykes
Letter to Eric from Alrene Sep 11, 1979 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Sept 3, 1979
Letter to Alrene from Eric Aug 14, 1979, handwritten
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, July 7, 1979
Letter to Eric from Alrene Jun 11, 1979
Writing on “Gentleman George” by Alrene Sykes [2 copies]
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 19, 1979
Newspaper cutting from The Sydney Morning Herald May 18, 1979 stuck onto paper
Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, May 15, 1979
Letter to Eric from Alrene [unsigned] May 15, 1979 attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Apr 17, 1979
  - Letter to Eric from Alrene [unsigned] May 5, 1979 [also in Box 3, folder 3] June 29,
    - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Mar 11, 1979
    - Letter to Eric from Alrene [unsigned] Mar 19, 1979 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
    - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Feb 15, 1979, [plus [photocopy]]
    - Letter to Eric from Alrene Sykes Feb 14, 1979 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
    - Letter to Craig Munro from Eric Irvin, Normanhurst, May 15, 1979
Letter to Eric from Alrene Aug 24, 1979 Sep 11 [also in Box 3, folder 3]
Letter to Eric from Alrene Jun 29, 1979 attached to
  - Letter to Alrene from Eric, Normanhurst, Jun 15, 1979,
Box 4

[audio cassettes]

Interview with John Bradley and Sean Mee at La Boîte Theatre Apr 12, 1979
Lecture by Louis Nowra Jun 3, 1975
Steve Spears Sep 25, 1978
Dorothy Hewett Women Playwrights
Louis Nowra on Australian Drama
Ray Lawler May 6, 1980
King Richard – Steve Spears
Side A – APG Sat Review Feature, 25 Circus OZ& Ensemble, side B – The Pram Factory, Pilgrims, 45 min history
Sykes – Stead Sep 13, 1989
G. J. Dawn – 2 cassettes
Barbara Hannahan “People and Places” ABC (4QC) Sep 5, 1988
George Dann
Jessica Anderson interview late 1980’s
Jim McNeil interview, “The Old Familiar Juice”
Expatriates- 2 cassettes
Seminar on Australian Literature, H.P. Heseltine
Steve Sewell, Dave Allen
Jennifer B – “AA of Friends”
Steve Spears Sep 25, 1978
Seminar on Australian Literature, C. Hadcraft
Seminar on Australian Literature, A.M. Sykes
Seminar on Australian Literature, Judith Wright
Unknown
Untitled
Side A – Deborah Rasmusen interview with George Landen Dain, Side B – Helen Haerle reading her poems
“The Mark of Cain” – A stage play in verse in 2 acts – 2 cassettes
Goondiwindi Drama Festival
Seminar on Australian Literature, L. McDonald
Side A – Elizabeth Jolley interview, ABC 1986, side B – Health report
Elizabeth Jolley
Louis Nowra for EN225
Christina Stead
Micro cassette in envelope
Ray Lawler interview – in envelope
Steve Sewell interview
Alrene Sykes interviews – Rhoda Felgave session Sep 9, 1983 – in bubble wrap
Micro cassette, Stephen Shemon